REPORT ON PEACE GARDEN 2014

Introduction

Peace garden is getting more and more beautiful, this year we were able to plant more trees, and beautiful flowers are growing.

There is a plantation of beans, and stones were added to make the garden more beautiful. The mango trees gave a lot of fruits this year, church members and Sunday school children enjoyed the mangoes a lot. Most fruits were using during the breakfast to our visitors who stay to peace garden guest house.

Below are some pictures on the progress of Peace Garden

Above is the mango tree which bore delicious and enjoyable mangoes
These white stones make the garden beautiful but also make a path to prevent people from stepping on grass or spoiling the little trees.

The pictures below are the trees that were planted this year and have started growing.
The following pictures show the bean plantations
The above pictures show vegetables and corn that were planted in the peace garden.

The people who take care of the peace garden design the plants in a beautiful and unique which keep the garden looking amazing.
These are more pictures on Friends Peace Garden
The stones were not enough so some space remained but is hoped to be done

**IMPACT:** Now the peace garden is bringing weddings, is showing the nature of God and good climate to people who come to stay and visit the peace garden.